PEER FEEDBACK SHEET

To ___________ From ___________ Date ___________

1. What I like about this piece of writing is ____________________________________________

2. Your main point seems to be ______________________________________________________

3. These particular words or lines struck me as powerful:
   Words or lines: ________________________________________________________________
   I like them because: ____________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

4. But some things aren’t clear to me. These lines or parts could be improved (meaning not clear, supporting points missing, order seems mixed up, writing not lively):
   Lines or parts: ________________________________________________________________
   Need improving because: ________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

5. The one change you could make that would make the biggest improvement in this piece of writing is

   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________